A group-based, individualized physiotherapy intervention for people with multiple sclerosis-A qualitative study.
Group-based interventions for people with multiple sclerosis (MS) have gained increased attention in the field of physiotherapy research. However, no studies have investigated whether or how the prevailing principle of individualization is embedded in such interventions. The purpose of this study was to investigate how professional actions and interactions affect individualized exercise adaptations in a group intervention for people with MS. This study had a qualitative design and investigated and analysed the actions and interactions of six different physiotherapists (PTs) with expertise in neurology and 40 patients (27 female and 13 male, mean age 52.2 years, mean Expanded Disability Status Scale 2.45) in a group-based exercise intervention (GroupCoreDIST) for people with MS. We performed nonparticipatory video observations of 13 group exercise sessions, each consisting of three patients, followed by 13 semistructured in-depth interviews with the PTs. Systematic text condensation analysis was conducted within an enactive theoretical framework. The results of our study indicated that the extent of embodied interaction and patient participation affect the possibilities and challenges regarding individualization within a group intervention. Handling, facilitation, emphasis on movement quality, and PTs who invited their patients to play an active role in the encounter enriched the reasoning and decision-making processes and yielded opportunities to adapt exercises to the specific patient's impairments. However, the combination of individuality and collectivity within a group context brings forth challenges in which the PTs are obligated to both preserve the benefits of being in a group and simultaneously attend to individual patients. Our study indicates that despite challenges, the PTs' integration of embodied interaction and mutual participation enables the patients to concurrently benefit from individualization and being in a group. These findings contribute to the question regarding the significance of individual adaptations in group interventions and point toward a need for future effect studies that compare standardized and individualized exercise protocols.